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It is perhaps easier to claim to be writing transnational history than to actually succeed in it. This 
book demonstrates how rewarding such a transnational approach can be. Daniel Brückenhaus’ book 
is an excellent study of the surveillance of anticolonial activists in Europe. It shows the potential of 
exploring multiple colonies, metropoles, and other European powers within a single frame. 
Brückenhaus argues convincingly for moving beyond vertical linkages between colonies and 
metropoles, or horizontal linkages between different European metropoles. The inclusion of 
Germany, although not a colonial power for most of the period under consideration, is central to 
Brückenhaus’ approach. It is clear that excluding Germany – either entirely or when she was stripped 
of her own colonies following the First World War – would provide a much more limited 
understanding of anticolonial policing in Europe.  
The book explores the movement of anticolonialists around Europe and then, following literally in 
their footsteps, metropolitan surveillance organisations. Brückenhaus argues that there was a 
‘Feedback cycle in which both sides caused each other to become more transnational in the scope of 
their networks and in their ideologies’ (4). Anticolonialists widened their activities across European 
borders in order to escape surveillance and control, and, in reaction, Europeans expanded their 
surveillance networks across borders.   
The narrative largely focuses on the activities of the European police services. We do though learn 
the stories of some individual anticolonialists and their experiences within Europe. The stories of 
individuals are engagingly told and serve as a way of grounding the narrative. Some of those 
included are very well-known, such as Vinayak Damodar Savarkar, Ho Chi Minh and Jomo Kenyatta, 
while others are less familiar. However, as Brückenhaus acknowledges, the ‘more radical activists’ 
and those who moved to Europe are ‘overrepresented’ in the book compared to those who were 
‘more moderate’ (6) or worked within the colonies.  Comparatively little is said about the reasons for 
anticolonialism, or experiences within colonies. Rather, this is a book for those wanting to know how 
Europeans reacted to and policed anticolonialists whilst they were in Europe. 
The book is well-argued and clearly structured. It is arranged chronologically, with chapters divided 
at clear moments of change in European politics, and illustrative of how such changes affected 
anticolonial policing. Chapter 1 covers the period before 1914, arguing that the Entente Cordiale 
encouraged greater Anglo-French policing cooperation as part of a wider new attitude of 
cooperation. This chapter highlights in particular the inherent contradiction in the policies of Britain 
and France: the ‘authoritarian manner’ of their colonial rule, alongside having ‘unusually strong 
liberal traditions’ (9) and claiming to be champions of such liberal values. Chapter 2 covers the 
period of the First World War, where such Anglo-French cooperation increased alongside growing 
fears of German ties with anticolonialists, which did, to some degree, exist. The ‘Decline of the 
German-“Oriental” Networks’ (71) which he argues occurred from 1916 perhaps merited slightly 
more attention.  
Chapters 3 and 4 cover the period 1918-1925. Chapter 3 assesses French activities, particularly 
highlighting French fears of ‘so-called Germano-Bolshevik schemes’ (74) involving anticolonialists, 
the German right and German communists, all of whom could unite around anticolonialism. The 
French saw ‘anticolonialists as mere puppets of inner-European anti-French factions’, leading them 
‘to make systematic mistakes in interpreting’ (77) anticolonialists. It should not come as a surprise 
that the complexities of anticolonial thought were not well understood by those Europeans seeking 
to police them. Chapter 4 focuses on British surveillance links with France and Germany. 
Brückenhaus draws attention to the division ‘between official, open cooperation and hidden 
cooperation behind the scenes’ (108). Imperial surveillance policies had to fit wider political agendas 
and this meant keeping certain aspects of police and surveillance cooperation private. Comparing 
the British and French, he argues that the British had a ‘more accurate perception of German 
realities’ (117) than their French counterparts. Among the German authorities ‘were different 
subgroups that had their own agendas and interests’ (119). There were some within Germany who 
wanted to cooperate with Britain to suppress anticolonialists and others who did not, and this led to 
varying patterns of Anglo-German anticolonial cooperation.  
Chapter 5 deals with the League Against Imperialism, 1926-1933, highlighting the significance of 
Berlin as ‘an important contact zone’ (153) for anticolonialists, precisely because Germany did not 
have its own colonies. Nazi rule and the Second World War form the context of chapter 6, with the 
declining importance of Berlin, and a division between those anticolonialists who saw fascism as the 
greatest threat and allied with Britain and/or France in contradiction to their earlier policies, and 
those who chose to side with Germany. The narrative ends in 1945, after which point, ‘Europe 
became much less important as a focus of global anticolonialism’ (209) as anticolonialists returned 
to the colonies. The conclusion considers parallels between the findings of this study and global 
surveillance today, where Brückenhaus rightly highlights differences, but also raises points about 
similarities which are worth reflecting on.  
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